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“Everyone’s interested in maps….you can use one to show 
people how it affects their area and this gets a big 

conversation going about societal inequality” 
Interview with Professor Jon Fairburn, Staffordshire University 

 
By John Bynorth 

 
Although he now lives and works in the heart of England, Professor Jon Fairburn has deep ties to Scotland. 
 
Born in Denmark, Professor Fairburn studied at universities in the West Midlands. However, he grew up in the north-
east fishing port of Peterhead and was influenced by his year as a student at the Kindrogan Field Study Centre near 
Blairgowrie, Perthshire. 

 
His CV includes major studies addressing the environment 
and societal inequality, which include collaboration 
withSNIFFER, the Scottish Office, SEPA, Scottish Natural 
Heritage and Forestry Commission Scotland. For EPS, 
Professor Fairburn contributed to the recent ‘Triple Win’ 
webinars and COP26 e-leaflet ‘Pursuing the Triple Win in a 
Scottish context.’ 
 
Professor Fairburn, who is based at the School of Justice, 
Security and Sustainability at Staffordshire University, wants 
policy decisions to make the most of the large amounts of 
publicly available digital data. He argues that these can be 
used to protect the most vulnerable socio-economic groups 
from the harms caused by air pollution, flooding, derelict 
land and other environmental hazards such as waste 
incinerators or landfill. He is also a strong advocate of well-
planned greenspace for the health, wellbeing and 
environmental benefits that they bring communities. 
 
The public availability of data-sets were few and far between 

in 1999 when the Environment Agency contacted Staffordshire University to help them gain a better understanding 
of the links between air quality, flooding and Integrated Pollution Control (IPC) regulated facilities and social 
deprivation. 
 
The university’s research team used the UK Government Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) and other 
environmental data indicators to reveal that the most deprived areas of England had some of the highest 
concentrations of toxic air pollutants such as NO2

 and PM10. 
 
This work also discovered seven times as many emission sources from IPC regulated facilities in the most deprived 
wards. Further social inequality was demonstrated in England by figures showing that eight times more people in 
the most deprived 10% of the population lived in tidal floodplains, than those living in the least deprived 10% areas. 
 

https://www.ep-scotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/EPS-Pursuing-the-Triple-Win-in-a-Scottish-context.pdf
https://www.ep-scotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/EPS-Pursuing-the-Triple-Win-in-a-Scottish-context.pdf
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Not surprisingly, this study achieved widespread attention after it was published and featured on BBC Radio 4’s 
‘Today’ programme. 
  
Professor Fairburn explained why the research was so significant: “It had a massive impact because several things 
came together. The research was the first entire country study, but on a small spatial scale. The results were so stark 
for air pollution, in particular.”  
 
“Nobody had known that hundreds of thousands of people were living in areas above the Government’s own limits 
for air quality and there was a such big social gradient in relation to communities most likely to be affected by 
flooding. The findings had such an impact that the Environment Agency incorporated it into their corporate strategy 
in a big way for years.” 
  
In 2005, Professor Fairburn led on a report, for the then Scottish Executive, relating to a wide range of 
environmental issues using data held by the Scottish Executive, SEPA, Scottish Natural Heritage (now NatureScot) 
and Forestry Commission Scotland. 
 
‘Investigating environmental justice in Scotland: links between measures of environmental quality and social 
deprivation,’ set out to ‘map’ Scotland’s environmental indicators at data-zone level with e. Each zone comprising 
around 1,000 inhabitants.  
 
This was a pioneering study analysing environmental data in such a detailed scale on a national basis in Scotland. The 
study was commissioned after Scotland’s then first minister, Jack McConnell (now Lord McConnell) had spoken of 
the importance of environmental justice. Mr McConnell said those ‘least able to fight back’ suffered the most from 
living in a poor environment. 
 
Professor Fairburn said: “We found there wasn’t an equal distribution of people (from different socio-economic 
groups) who lived near landfill sites and found very big inequalities for air quality. 
 
“We measured the entire country on a data-zone level. We measured very accurately and could classify people into 
rural or urban areas. Part of the strength of that distribution methodology came because we were looking at the 
entire country, so it was fairly easy to explain to most people, including policy-makers. Normally you could dismiss a 
study (of that size) as a ‘sample.’, but we were overlaying data sets and people understood that. Everyone is 
interested in maps… so that you can show people how it affects their area and this gets a big conversation going 
about societal inequality.” 
 
Professor Fairburn said the study revealed stark inequalities in some environmental policy areas between deciles 
noting that “This kind of research helps ministers and policy-makers understand these issues better and that allows a 
discussion about what they can do about the problem of social inequality,” 
  
However, one area that greatly frustrated Professor Fairburn was the lack of access to a centralised contaminated 
land database leading him to venture that Scottish Executive were ‘too scared about what the results would show.’ 
 
Professor Fairburn has also been disappointed by the lack of advanced publicity that was given to the report and 
suggested the document had been ‘buried’ at launch to avoid criticism being levelled at the Scottish Executive. 
Supporting this viewpoint Professor Fairburn recalled that  “When we launched the report in Scotland, one of the 
ministers asked me: ‘Are you telling me you want me to put a landfill site in the Fettes School playground?’ I said 
replied ‘no’ and explained that it was necessary to avoid waste and pollution sites occurring in the first place.” 
  
Professor Fairburn said the report was a missed opportunity, adding: “It shouldn’t have been about moving it (the 
environmental problem) about. It should be about think about stopping this problem by bringing on ‘smart 
manufacturing’, ‘smart cities’ and new regulations.” 
 
Looking forward, he would like the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) to include the physical environment 
in which people live as this would lead to better identification of the environmental hazards faced by the most 

https://eprints.staffs.ac.uk/3065/
https://eprints.staffs.ac.uk/1828/1/1828.pdf
https://eprints.staffs.ac.uk/1828/1/1828.pdf
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/scotland/1824752.stm
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deprived communities and progress work to identify solutions. With regret, Professor Fairburn recalled: “The original 
intention of the Scottish IMD, when it was set up in 2004, was that it would include the physical environment.  
 
“Despite very clear social inequalities in Scotland, it was not incorporated in the most recent IMD study in January 
2020 (to read it click here). This would justify a discussion about whether such inequalities exist, and if they do, then 
surely the next iteration of the Scottish IMD should include such information.” 
 
In 2008, Professor Fairburn’s ‘Environmental Justice in South Yorkshire’ study revealed a clustering of hazardous 
impacts centred on the most deprived areas of the local authority. The report, commissioned by the Environment 
Agency, found the most deprived populations of the region were two to three times more likely to live near a waste 
or landfill site than the remainder of the local population.  
 
He added: “I produced some maps to show where the multiple environmental impacts were and received a call from 
a policy adviser to Ed Miliband, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, as Mr Miliband was interested in 
the report because his 
constituency was Doncaster 
- a hot-spot for this 
problem!” 
 
Professor Fairburn also 
played a key role in the 
2019 report ‘Social 
Inequalities in Exposure to 
Ambient Air Pollution: A 
Systematic Review in the 
World Health Organisation 
(WHO) European Region.’ 
(click on the image, right, to read the report) 
 
This study found that social inequalities in people’s exposure to ambient air pollution in this region were evident 
with indices showing that the most deprived areas experienced the worst air pollution for the majority of pollutants.  
 
In addition, the report stated that that ethnic and other vulnerable groups were often at higher risk from air 
pollution. The report called on regular and consistent monitoring of outdoor air quality according to social strata to 
ensure governments adhered to the Ostrava Declaration of 2017, which committed these countries to develop 
national action portfolios on environment and health.  
 
Professor Fairburn said that people still do not view air pollution as a problem because they are unable to see the 
microscopic particles. He added: “We’ve had such a reduction in the general visible pollution (since the 1950s) that 
people don’t think it’s a problem. People can’t see Particulate Matter2.5 although it is dangerous for people’s health.” 
 
Other research has identified wood burning stoves as the single biggest source of PM2.5 in Western Europe. “It’s 
bigger than traffic which is crazy because there are not that many of them around, and yet they are the single 
biggest source. If you look at it, a lot of urban areas across Britain are smoke control areas – but they don’t enforce 
them,” said Professor Fairburn. 
 
“If you went around and checked these wood burning stoves, you would find most of them are illegal. They are not 
burning smokeless fuel. That’s going to be the next crisis that needs dealing with.” He said household burning which 
contributes to air pollution was being conducted for different reasons in the UK than in some areas of eastern 
Europe.  
 
Professor Fairburn expanded: “Solid fuel and wood burning in eastern Europe is a function of poverty. It is a legacy 
of buying and burning coal in a grate and buying other solid fuels to burn. In other words, it is a legacy of poverty. In 
western Europe, it’s a lifestyle choice in most cases. In the east of Europe they have horrific air pollution problems, 
with all sorts of stuff being burned by people because they are in poverty.” 

https://www.gov.scot/collections/scottish-index-of-multiple-deprivation-2020/
https://eprints.staffs.ac.uk/1826/1/1826.pdf
https://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/341944/OstravaDeclaration_SIGNED.pdf
https://www.mdpi.com/1660-4601/16/17/3127
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On Clean Air Day 2020, Professor Fairburn participated in an online seminar that looked at societal inequalities 
involving air quality. Also on the panel was the air quality campaigner Rosamund Adoo-Kissi-Debrah, pictured below 

taking her clean air message on 
behalf of the Ella Roberta Family 
Foundation to the COP26 climate 
change summit in Glasgow. (images 
courtesy of Rosamund)  
 
Rosamund’s daughter Ella Adoo-
Kissi-Debrah died, aged nine, in 
February 2013 following a severe 
asthma attack.  The family lived 
near the South Circular Road in 
Lewisham, south-east London 
where air monitoring equipment 
recorded levels of NO2 in excess of 

WHO and EU safe guidelines, and the child had also been exposed to Particulate Matter above the WHO safe 
guidelines. The family had not been made aware of the dangers posed by air pollution.  
 
Following a two week inquest Coroner Philip Barlow, sitting at Southwark Coroner’s Court, recorded in December 
2020 a verdict that air pollution had contributed to Ella’s death. The verdict said Ella had been exposed to ‘excessive’ 
levels of air pollution; that there was a recognised failure to reduce air pollution and a lack of information had been 
given to Rosamund about air pollution and what they could do to avoid exposure.  Mr Barlow added that Ella died of 
asthma, ‘contributed to by exposure to excessive air pollution.’  
 
‘Social Inequalities in Relation to Ambient Air Pollution’ had found a successful universal approach across the WHO 
Europe Region to tackling outdoor air quality, but that this success has not been shared equally. Professor Fairburn 
explained: “If you want to deal with that you are going to need  spatially  or socially targeted policy right from the 
start of the planning stage.”  
 
Despite the fact that one key aspect of regular WHO air quality assessments was to look at how air quality had 
changed over time, Professor Fairburn reflected: “Some things have got worse in Europe. Some things have got 
better. Why are things getting worse over time?” 
 
In his view, austerity measures had contributed to two-thirds of the Greek 
population being unable to afford to heat their homes opining that the 
nation was stranded in fuel poverty which contributed to a ‘massive 
number of winter deaths.’ By comparison, Sweden and Finland had ‘solid 
social and building policies’ and far better social equity. 
 
Clearly, the environment in which people are forced to live plays a major 
role in their health and well-being and equity. 
 
Professor Fairburn praised both Greenspace Scotland and The Sustainable 
Scotland Network for contributing to improvements in public access to 
greenspace. He said that providing such opportunities went hand in hand 
with efforts to improve people’s health and wellbeing through active 
travel and reducing air pollution. 
 
He added: “Where Scotland does a lot of good work is on greenspace in one particular area – the reclamation of 
green spaces for recreation, gardening and community food growing. Forestry Commission Scotland have also been 
doing good work over the past 20 years in providing grants and reaching out to different sections of the population.  
With these things you can get a conversation going, organise  training, build social capital, train young kids and build 
up their skills with chainsaws and other equipment. There is lot of evidence of the positive psychological impact of 

http://ellaroberta.org/
http://ellaroberta.org/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2020/dec/16/girls-death-contributed-to-by-air-pollution-coroner-rules-in-landmark-case
https://www.greenspacescotland.org.uk/
https://sustainablescotlandnetwork.org/
https://sustainablescotlandnetwork.org/
https://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/health-impact-assessment/publications/2019/environmental-health-inequalities-resource-package
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greenspace - of people just being able to see parks or woodland from their home – aside from being places for rest 
and recuperation.” 
 
He opined that Scotland could introduce changes to benefit all aspects of society more quickly than England, partly 
because of its smaller size, but that “political will” to make change was critical. 
 
Fortunately there are a number of approaches to improve well-being, and in such a vein, Professor Fairburn was a 
trustee of a Stoke-on-Trent charity that provided training to unskilled socio-economic groups for environmental 
projects in some of the city’s most deprived wards. In his view, “The charity worked in the hardest-to-reach areas 
where many people had no skills, trained them for all sorts of work such as cutting hedges and gardening and they 
created community gardens.”  
 
Outcomes included the creation of local gardens by local people that “weren’t vandalised because the people who 
looked after them felt a sense of empowerment. They had their community back and were proud of what they had 
done. The amount of money needed to do that is a pittance in the grand scheme of things. We can do good 
community work if we want to fund it and we can help people in part by the use of intermediate labour markets.” 
 
He said placemaking, a priority for the Scottish Government’s new ‘Cleaner Air For Scotland 2’ (CAFS 2) – Towards a 
Better Place for Everyone’ strategy, will contribute to improving urban greenspace development. He asked: “Do we 
want for our kids to be able to walk to school safely? Do we want to be able to cycle safely?” 
 
Professor Fairburn’s view is that the UK has a long way to go to emulate the success of Europe in encouraging active 
travel due to this country’s reliance on private motor vehicles stating that “Britain is miles behind Europe. We’ve 
never been prepared to get to grips with the dominance of the car in cities. If we were prepared to deal with that, 
you could get so many extra benefits (in terms of health and wellbeing).” Unfortunately, a ‘tipping point’ will be 
needed to drive change and for the UK to address active travel seriously. For Professor Fairburn the UK’s attitude to 
cycling is a prime example having visited ‘cycling cities’ around Europe, he noted that there is “no genetic difference 
between Germans and Scots that explains the differences between levels of participation in cycling in the two 
countries.” 
 
He highlighted Oldenburg in North-West Germany, where 80 per cent of children cycle to and from school which 
occurs as “the city has put in the infrastructure and built a cycling culture which means that car users need to think 
they need to drive more carefully – they think in terms of ‘it could be my kid coming out in front of me on a bike.’” 
Also “They have cycle routes on both sides of the road. The cars stop if they see a cyclist. Shops are built with bike 
stands outside. School kids who are too poor to have a bike are given a bike and the main train station has a 24-hour 
secure bike station for commuters” 
 
What is hampering or preventing progress in the UK?  
 
“British cities are stuck in the 1970s” with the mentality that the car is all that matters and are paying lip service to 
everything else. Professor Fairburn referred to the ‘absurd’ argument that people should be allowed to bring their 
high polluting private vehicles into cities noting that the Clean Air Zones in Birmingham, Bath & North Somerset, 
Bradford and Portsmouth, London’s Ultra-Low Emission Zone and Scotland’s four Low Emission Zones continued to 
push back against this attitude.  
 
One specific group that does have to be tackled is ‘middle class men who largely want to keep what they have got’ 
that is, “A lot of the men in cities have privileged positions such as free car-parks. Everyone else who wants to get 
around in anything other than a private vehicle are paying for it, whether that’s in terms of time waiting for buses or 
the cost of using public transport. In Oldenburg, they removed the car-parks from the main council building and 
installed 70 bikes. It was a fight to get it through. Stoke-on-Trent City Council had a fight that went on for months 
before it was agreed they could release two car-parking spaces in a three-storey car-park for bike spaces! 
“British cities are stuck in the 1970s. They are stuck in the mentality that it’s cars and it’s all that matters and are 
paying lip service to everything else. If you go to these other European mainland cities, you can see what life is like 
without the car. They have more footfall and are pleasant and healthier places.”  
 

https://www.gov.scot/publications/cleaner-air-scotland-2-towards-better-place-everyone/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/cleaner-air-scotland-2-towards-better-place-everyone/
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However, not all is perfect in Europe and Professor Fairburn would like to see private traffic blocked from city 
centres such as Madrid and Paris stating “They really need to start physically blocking traffic off from city centres and 
introduce tolls in other areas if they are needed.” And appreciated the approach from Anna Hidalgo, the new Mayor 
of Paris, who has used the COVID-19 crisis to push through a new approach to traffic in the capital. 
 
The 2021 WHO Global Air Quality Guidelines state that the majority of the population in the UK live in areas with 
poor air quality for one or more pollutants. Professor Fairburn said this will ensure air pollution is high on the agenda 
at 2023 WHO Ministerial Conference on Environment and Health. 
 
He added: “Air pollution is the single biggest environmental factor linked to mortality and a wide range of diseases. 
What the new guidelines illustrate is that we have been underestimating how much damage poor air quality causes 
in society.” 
 
Turning to Scotland, Professor Fairburn said he would like to be involved in a study that fully examined how 
environmental inequalities had changed in the 17 years since the report for the Scottish Executive. “It would be good 
to do a ‘change of the time’ study to look at what has actually changed regarding environment inequalities in 
Scotland. For example, are we measuring pollution exposure accurately? You can have argument and debate about 
why there is pollution, but there isn’t an argument to have about the distribution. The data evidence is so strong. 
Everyone can start on that as an agreement. We can have argument about why it’s got to this stage, but generally 
people recognise that it would probably be a good idea and equitable to do something about this problem.” 
 
He called for strong actions and leadership in this area, adding: “The prizes are huge – a triple win on health, equity 
and the environment.” 
 
Looking for examples of better practice, Professor Fairburn pointed to the Massachusetts, ‘Environmental Justice (EJ) 
Communities’ now enshrined in US State Law. These communities, predominantly comprising people of colour, had 
previously been disproportionately affected by the location of IPC sites. Now Massachusetts can create new waste 
sites, but they were no longer allowed to be sited in ‘EJ’ Communities. Professor Fairburn added: “You can get a 
debate going. Would a government minister be happy to have a landfill site in their back garden? And if not, why are 
they happy for it to go into someone else’s or the back gardens of the poorest people who have experience of all of 
this stuff already? These communities are suffering not only from poor air quality, but from noise disturbance and 
from derelict land.” 
 
Has COVID-19 and the changes, active and passive, taught us anything? 
 
Professor Fairburn said COVID-19 had highlighted the levels of inequality between the population and in many cases 
reinforced the importance of the local environment as a source of recuperation and enjoyment during lockdowns. 
He added: “Temporary traffic calming measure and bicycle lanes have been installed in some areas and have worked 
well but in other areas have faced opposition - the same thing happened in the 1970s when the Netherlands started 
to move to an active transport culture. UK leadership is still usually weak at the local level and few of them seem 
prepared to change to deal not only with local environmental concerns, but also climate change.” 
 
 
FURTHER USEFUL LINKS: 
 

WHO (2019) Environmental health inequalities in Europe. Second assessment report. Professor Fairburn chaired the meetings 

and co-authored this report. Click to read it here. 

Practical guidance on how to monitor and understand environmental inequalities can be found in WHO (2019) Environmental 
health inequalities resource package (Professor Fairburn was lead author). Click to read it here. 
 
Professor Fairburn biography and research https://www.staffs.ac.uk/people/jon-fairburn 

https://www.who.int/news/item/22-09-2021-new-who-global-air-quality-guidelines-aim-to-save-millions-of-lives-from-air-pollution
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/02/massachusetts-law-environmental-justice
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/apr/02/massachusetts-law-environmental-justice
https://www.euro.who.int/en/publications/abstracts/environmental-health-inequalities-in-europe.-second-assessment-report-2019
https://www.euro.who.int/en/health-topics/environment-and-health/health-impact-assessment/publications/2019/environmental-health-inequalities-resource-package
https://www.staffs.ac.uk/people/jon-fairburn

